GoTonight helps people find live music in their area every day. We work with neighborhood venues, artists and patrons to offer complete and convenient information. We think music is fun, brings people together, and is important to the vitality of the community.

More People finding More Shows

GoTonight is a growing local live music show listing service along Florida’s west-central coast, with 45,000 unique users and almost 230,000 page views monthly.

Our coverage of neighborhood shows is far more complete and accurate than is provided by other services. The reason for this is that we have “Community Music Activists” at the heart of our data collection operation, helping venues and artists list their shows. Their hands-on involvement is the catalyst for more participation and excitement, creating value for everyone involved in local live music.

Why Help?

Everyone should be able to find the music that is nearby, and be notified when they are close to music they love. Our vision is to help everyone by expanding nationally, and provide local live music performance information inexpensively to every search engine, travel app, tourist bureau, and entertainment site in the country. We can't do this yet because the necessary development work is slow due to limited resources. Low-priced advertisements are our only source of revenue; consider purchasing an advertisement, and in the future you will be able to help more by subscribing to premium features for power users and music agents.

Spread the word about GoTonight!

For information about publicizing events, or to tell us about missing shows:

info@GoTonight.com